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Keeping time by the Sears Clocktower  

I can remember family shopping trips to Sears on the Boulevard when I was a child. Back in the day, 

Sears was one of the most reliable retailers for curtains, hardware and many of the other goods that 

turned a household into a home.  

 

Sears on the Boulevard was quite a presence. Although most of Philadelphia’s old-school retail 

temples were located downtown, Sears, Roebuck & Co. opened an outpost on Roosevelt Boulevard at 

Adams Avenue way back in 1920. Though its first retail store there didn’t open until 1925, its 

warehouse facility had more than 5 million square feet when it opened—making it larger than the 

Pentagon. 

 

 

Sears Roebuck & Co. plant on Roosevelt Boulevard. Image courtesy of Card Cow. 

 

Sears chose 40 acres of fields at the then-rural edge of Philadelphia as the site of its fourth mail-order 

house because it was economical—it could ship the most goods to the most people for the fewest 

dollars. By 1926, 126 U.S. postal clerks worked at the site to handle the mail.   

 

Sears on the Boulevard was designed to be a grand neo-Gothic brick building with some style.   

Citizens who lived in the brick rowhouses that grew up around the landmark never needed a watch 

since they could simply glance up at its 14-story clock tower to check the time.   
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Postcard promoting Sears on the Boulevard as a touring destination. Image courtesy of Card Cow. 

 

In 1955, Sears doubled its retail space on the Boulevard when it built a new store at Adams and 

Whitaker Avenues. At its peak in the 1960s, more than 6,000 people, many from its Crescentville 

neighborhood, worked at Sears on the Boulevard, a.k.a. “The Mill.” For many  Sears workers, the 

company wasn’t just a livelihood, but a way of life. 

 

In the dark ages before online shopping and UPS home deliveries, we often headed to Sears on the 

Boulevard to pick up my mom's catalog order. I remember that the catalog area seemed like a life-sized 

version of my Chutes and Ladders game—the continuous loop of hooks that carried paperwork to the 

back and the large sliding board from which packages would emerge.  

 

As Sears, Roebuck & Co. stumbled in the late 1980s, it spun off its most popular departments like 

hardware into mini stores that allowed it to compete with other more nimble retailers. By 1990, Sears 

closed the retail store at the site, and staked a claim deeper in the heart of the Great Northeast at 

Cottman and Bustleton avenues where there was more parking. Not long after, Sears shut down the rest 

of its operations at the site—the multi-storied building simply couldn’t compete with single-story, 

utilitarian warehouses by then.  

 

In 1994, it took more than 12,000 pounds of dynamite, though only 7 seconds, to implode the clock 

tower and its 9-story merchandise building. To add insult to injury, when the site was redeveloped, 

archrival Wal-Mart, who had claimed the crown of nation’s largest retailer from Sears in the early 

1990s, joined Home Depot as a tenant in the shopping center constructed on the grave of Sears on the 

Boulevard. 

 

 

Phila PA Chronicles, published by Joanne C. McHugh, is a walk down memory lane to revisit the 
people, landmarks and happenings in the Delaware Valley during the 20th century. Its name was 
inspired by the pieces of hand-addressed mail that Philadelphia residents would receive from 
senders who didn’t want to be bothered with writing out the city’s lengthy name. 
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